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Prefatory note 

Befare you lies a hooklet with a variety of problems that are met in every day situations, snapshots 

illustrating that Mathernaties is a usefu l and aften even a necessary tooi. 

The ti tie "Math inside" has a double meaning. On one hand it indicates that this col/eetion deals 

with Ma thema tics, a/heit in a casual way, but on the other it a lso illustrates that modern Technology 

is unthinkable without Mathematics. lndeed, Mathernaties is aften literally present in all kinds 

of systems, for example in the form of software. "Math inside" /ikes to show where and how 

Mathernaties can play a role in understanding and improving processes and products. 

The set ofsubjects is fa r from complete. In {act every area can benefit from mathematica/ insights. 

But unloved, unknown, to paraphrase a societal problem, which is affecting Mathernaties in 

particular. Forsome people it might therefore be less obvious to turn to Mathematicions with their 

problems, even though the latter may be the experts par excellence with their up-to-date knowledge of 

rnadelling and mathematica/ tools. Of course, most engineers and others who are experts in specific 

industrial areas wil/ have enough mathematica/ background to deal with standard problems they may 

encounter. Ho wever, for less standard situations the mathematica/ engineer is the best guarantee for 

an adequate solution. 

I trust that this hooklet wil! help to convey this message. 

Bob Mattheij. 

Di rector L/ME 
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Chips 
Chips or integrated circuits are made of silicon. They are in fact very pure crystals that are produced in a 
bar-like form. From this bar slices are cut, so called wafers, on which the chips are being produced. 

Th is production contains a number of steps. First, an insuiaring layer of silicon oxide is applied and subsequently 

a UV-sensitive layer. The basic idea of production is actually quite like classica/ black-and-white photography. 

Parts that should not receive light , certain components and connections ofthe circuit, are proteered by a mask. 

After being subjeered to illumination, the wafer is "developed " by erehing and then hardened. Th is processcan be 

repeated a number of times (40 steps are no exception). The result is a wafer on with a large number of chips 

on it. The latter are cut and put in a casing withwiresto communicate. 

Both for the design phase as wel/ as for the actual production ofthe chip Mathernaties plays an important role. 

The complexity of a chip necessitates testing the various functions of a chip befare taking it into production. In 

particu/ar designinga mask that contains all details ofthe chip, needs extensive testing. The currents in a chip 

can be modelled using Kirchhoff's laws. This mathematica! formulation asks, however, for large scale numerical 

calculations. Only with advanced mathematica/ tools larger circuits ( one mil/ion components and more) can be 

model/ed. 

A different problem is the actual production of chips. The components do have a size smaller than one hundred 

thousands of a centimetre. To be a bie to produce on such a smal/ scale the position on the wafer needs to 

be determined very accurately. For this one uses monochromatic light (i.e. with a fixed wavelength). The 

reflected light contains information about form and position ofan element on the chip. The latter is about 

100 nanometre (a nanometre is one billionth of a metre). With appropriate mathematica/ models one can 

compute the morphology from the measured data. Th is is called an inverse problem and has many mathematica/ 

ramifications. 
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Combustion Processes 
Combustion is still the major souree of energy. Combustion of coal and hydrocarbons like gas and oil 

produces gasses that are detrimental to the environment, like the greenhouse gas co2 and the acid NOX. 

An important goal therefore is to make the combustion lean and as efficient as possible. 

Cambustion is a chemica! process 

where a fuel reacts with an oxidizer. 

The reaction is usually exothermal, 

i.e. it produces heat. The visible 

flame that is often involved indicates 

the area where th is reaction takes 

place. The first explanation of 

cambustion was given by Jan van 

Helmont in the sixteenth century. 

Besides experimental research, simulation models have 

become an indispensable tooi to understand and optimise 

cambustion processes. The chemica! reacrions that take 

place are, however, quite complex, evenfora relatively 

simple cambustion like that of methane. To model 

cambustion also the flow and the temperature ofthe gas 

and the various intermediate products have tobetaken into 

account. Typically there is a large variety of time scales, as 

some reacrions last relatively long compared to others. Th is 

fact can be employed to simplify the equations substantially 

and thus to simulate the cambustion at all. 
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An application ofthis is optimising a combustion engine. In 1867 Otto constructed the first engine that used 

the energy from combustion of gas. To measure the efficiency of cambustion as a souree of energy the so-called 

Carnot efficiency indicates the maximum gain of a process. Modelling is an important tooi to optimise this 

efficiency. 

Another example where simulations 

can help to understand the noise in 

boilers. Th is noise is produced by a 

non-stationary, i.e. Auctuating, Aame. 

Since the various parameters in the 

burner can be adjusted simply when 

using a si mulation model, it is possible 

to optimise them this way, e.g. by 

choosing the values such that the 

frequency is below the hearing level. 

Catholic Churcli 
• a. a 

and Alchemist. 





Data Compression 
In order to find the characteristics of a signal or an image it is necessary to compress the data. An image has 

colours that make up for the characteristics. The colour can be described mathematically as function of time 

and position. Th is function van be decomposed into a number of components, each of which representing a 

partial characteristic. 

The classica! approach for campressing data is using Fourier transformations, where components consist of 

frequencies. Knowing the various components gives more insight to the user, in particular how the signalor image 

is composed of certain frequencies. For example, an image may contain useful information that is invisible for the 

human eye, because it consistsof higher frequencies. 

D 

In other situations this information may not be important and therefore should rather be omitted. This principle 

is used in the well-known jpeg format. 

Fourier transformations arenotwithout disadvantages. Although it is theoretically possible to reconstruct a 

signal or image from its transformation, finding the specific time points or locations where sarnething special is 

happening is nearly impossible. 

In those situations so-called wavelet transformations may help. The advantages ofthe latter are that they 

decompose a signal in various time scales, or in the case of images in various degrees ofresolution. Waveiets are 

lirerally little waves. The user can choose among a variety ofwavelets, each being constructed from aso-called 

mother wavelet. The methad lends itselfto obtain very fast algorithms for producing scale decompositions. 



Application of a wavelet transformation on an image results in a decomposition of the image on various detail 

and scale levels. Using aso-called inverse wavelee transformation can reeover certain parts ofthe original 

composition. 
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Delamination of composites 
A composite is a material made up of different components, each having significantly different physical 
or chemica! properties In general such a material is not isotropic, (a material is isotropie if properties like 
stretching do notdepend of the direction). This is called anisotropy. Mechanica! anisotropy is often obtained 
using materials that have a fibre structure, implying that it is less flexible in the fibre direction. 

Composites are usually fibre reinforeed plastics. The fibres can consist of glass, carbon or polymers. They are 

embedded in aso-called matrix of a resin-like polymer, like epoxy. Glass f1bre reinforeed consrructions are used in 

ship building and prinred circuit boards for Electronics. A different kind of composire consistsof layers metal and 

fibre reinforeed epoxy or polypropylene, aso called lam i nare. The epoxy or polypropylene is used as a fixingagent 

between the metal layers. 

aluminium alloy 

fiberj epoxy prepreg 

The mechanica! properties of 

these materials can be described 

mathematically using Hooke's law, 

which says thar the deformation 

of a material is proportional to the 

force enacting upon it. But typical 

characterisations like the Poisson 

ratio, the material constant that 

indicates how a material reacts to 

stretch or stress, are much more 

complex than for anisatrapie 

materia Is. Shocks impacts or other 

forms ofloading can cause a layer in the laminate to detach. This phenomenon is called delamination. Si nee 

composites are becoming used more and more in e.g. aircraft, furrher study to understand and hopefully prevent 

delamination is important. 
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monastery, and whidi also dubbed 

Research in these areas requires rnadelling on 

different length scales, the smallest being the 

molecular scale. On a larger scale homogenisation 

techniques are a useful mathematica! tooi. By this 

technique the material properties are averaged in 

a special way. Sometimes, however, it is essenrial 

that a lso the micro-level is considered to makesure 

that the mechanica! properties of the constituting 

materials are taken into account. Thi s requires a 

coupling ofthe macro-level, where e.g. a stress is 

prescribed, with the micro-level, where the actual 

delamination is taking place . Again this asks for 

special mathematica! tools. 
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Discretising and Solving Equations 
Many technica! problems can be modelled mathematically using so-called differential equations. These 

equations describe relations between quantities like temperature, velocity, pressure or voltage and current. 

Such a differenrial equation holds on a certain domain, like a 

room where the temperature is to be computed. This temperature 

is depending on the position in this domain; the position is 

then called the independent variabie and the temperature, 

a nd possible other like quantities one may be inrerested in, the 

dependent variable. The position variabie is three dimensional 

( length , width and height for instance), but by simplifying 

the modeloften two or even one di mension suffices. Another 

fundamental independent variabie is time (to describe a 

temperature increase intheroom e.g.). A differential equation 

cannot be "solved" directly in most cases and needs to be 

"discretised". The latter means that some nodal points are 

chosenon aso-called grid where the quantities (independent 

variables) are to be com puted. 



Th is is necessary to be a bie to prepare the equations for numerical treatment. Th ere is a variety of methods to 

so lvethese equations, like finite difference, finite element and fmite vo lume methods. Usually th ese so-ca lied 

discrete equations lead to large systems of equations that require special methods to be solved. Discretising and 

so lving such problems is often referred to as Sci entific Computing. 

The solution ofthe discrete equations is being implemenred in an algorithm , a series oftasks that a computer can 

carry out to produce th e so lution numerically. An important aspect ofthis is to have efficient algorithms but also 

to keep th e rounding errors that are made at any elementary calculation step, under control. In fact numerical 

methods exist for ages. But only after the Second World War, when fast electronic computers came into use, 

Scientific Computing became an important di sci pline. Software, using the results of a tremendous effort over the 

last few decades in this area, can solve many ofthe daily problems now. However, there is still a niche ofnon

standard problems where so ftware pac kages are not equipped for and where Mathematicians have to come to 

the rescue . 

Modern Scientific Computing dates back to 1947 with the paper by John von Neumann and Herman 

Goldstine "Numericallnverting of Matrices of Higher Order" . lt is one of the first papers that describe the rounding 

error phenomenon. Every number is represented by the computer only up to certain accuracy: this accuracy is 

determined by the number of digits in aso-called Aoating point representation . For example j- is represented 

with a finite number of3 symbols behind the decimal point, i.e. 0.33333333 for an eight digit mantissa . 

Hence for most numbers rounding errors are made, i.e. the computers cannot perform exact computations 

in general, and worse, the cumulative effect of these errors may ruin the result dramatically. As an example of 

this consider the well-known "abc" formula for solving the equation ax! +x -1 =0. For the positive root x of this 

equation we obtain the following results: 

a x (computed) x (exact) 

1.0E-04 9 .9990002127E-01 9. 9990002000E-01 

1.0E-06 9 .9999942904E-O 1 9 .9999900000E-01 

1.0E-08 9 .9998942460E-01 9 . 9999999000E-O 1 

1.0E-10 1.0004441719E+OO 9 . 9999999990E-O 1 

1.0E-12 9.0949470177E-01 1.0000000000E+OO 

1.0E-14 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+OO 1.0000000000E+OO 





Ever Paster Numerical Methods 
The increase of speed of mathematica! software, basedon so-called linear solvers has kept pace with theever 

faster hardware, well-known as Moore's Law. The numerical methods used today can typically be a factor 

16 million faster than those used 36 years ago. 

A mathematica( model normally consists ofrelations between a large number of variables or unknowns. A typical 

example is to solve heat problems: how is the heat distributed in a rod ifwe known the temperature at both ends? 

In thoughts a Mathematician then cuts the rod in a series ofsmall parts; let us indicate the number by N. Then 

he uses arelation that relates the heat ofsuch a part to that ofhis neighbours. This lead s to precisely N such 

relations, for the " unknown " temperatures at these parts. 

lfthese relations are written together, row after row, we obtain a matrix with N rows and N columns, so N2 

elements. Solving this can be done using a methad that goesback to Gauss. This method requires about N3 Aops. 

A Aop, or Aoating point operation, is a unit to count elementary steps in a numerical algorithm. lfa Aop takes 

about 10 10 seconds one can find the numerical salution ofthis heat problem, with say N=1 00, in one ten

thousands of a second. 

lfwe have a square plate rather than a bar and would ask the same question (given the temperature at the edges) 

then we could cut the square in N2 smal I squares, giving a matrix with N4 elements. For N=1 00, the computation 

would now take about 1.5 minutes. Fora cube, finally we would have N3 unknowns and N6 elements and a 

computing time of a bout 4 months. Th is example demonstrates that straightforward approaches, even for one 

ofthe simplest problems (like this) do notworkin practice. 
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Fortunately, Mathematicians have invented much faster methods to solve a variety ofproblems. These have a 

lower complexity and thus are faster. Using them, however, requires some knowledge about their usage. At the 

moment the most efficient ones have a complexity that is ofthe sameorder as the number ofunknowns, the best 

result possible. 

The increase of speed of such methods is camparabie with the hardware improvement, as prediered by Moore's 

Law, indeed. 

108 ,-----,-----,-----.------.-----.-----.-----.~ 

MG 
16 million speed-up 

- Moore's Law 

- Numerical merhods 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 ... 
year 

Using fasr methods like Mulrigrid (see MG in rhe graph) rhe heat problem on a cube can be solved in less than a 

second. One other reason rhat the speed ofmethods has improved is rhar one can use better formulations ofthe 

matrix so that is has a much simpler structure, which in turn is employed by a "solver". 
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Faster Design of Memory Chips 
In designing memory chips one has to choose from various components, like kind of transistors, relative 

positions and parameters such as voltage. A design is assessed with regards to performance on some specified 

output parameters. 

lt is not possible to implement any poss ible design a nd then to check whether the design requirements are 

satisfied . This would not only cost too much time, but it would neither allow for gaining insight in the inAuence 

ofAuctuations to the performance ofthe components used. The latter aspect is increasingly important, as the 

number of componentsis strongly increasing and the requirements are getting more severe. The strong growth of 

the number of components gives also rise to more random Auctuations in the performance, a fact that should be 

taken into account in the design. Theever increas ing miniaturisation is making production more complicated and 

hence the consequences of changes in size have tobetaken into account. 

To asses the design very complex 

models are used that require 

numerical simulation. This need 

a lot of effort and at th e sa me ti me 

does not reveal i nsight in random 

Auctuations. A complicating factor 

for statistica! methods , however, 

is the fact that the probabilities 

are extremely smal!, say a bout 

1 o- 10
. A straightforward approach 

by simuiaring probabilities using 

repeated numerical simulation 

of the model is therefore not 

feasible. In stead advanced 

stochastic simulation techniques, 

like lmportance Sampling, are being used. These have been developed by Ulam and are known as Monte Carlo 

methods . Using these , much fewer numerical sim u lation runs are needed. This accelerates the des ign process 

significantly. 
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Galloping Transmission Lines 
High power transmission lines that transport electricity over large distances are made of aluminium alloys 

and are being hung between pylons (or towers) strewn in the landscape. A cable of some kilometres length is 

clamped between two heavy pylons, but is supported by various lighter pylons. The span, a part between two 

pylons, is about 300 meter. 

In wintertime, when the cableis covered with wet snow or ice, it is very susceptible to cross wind. Th e 

asymmetrie form ofthe cab le induces the wind to give a smal I lift and a little torsion as well. This may cause 

vibrat ions in vertical direction that may grow to ones with large amplitude . Th ese large-scale, rather slow, 

vibrations are called galloping. The first person who investigated and explained this phenomenon was the 

Dutch born American den Hartog. 

Galloping may give rise to problems. lndeed , two neighbouring cables may touch, causing short-cuts with 

sometimes la rge damages. Despite much research there is still no guaranteed remedy at reasonable cost to 

prevent this problem. Because the phenomenon is quite rare and moreover does not lend itselffor experiments 

on Iabaratory sca le , it is hard to get experimental results. Mathematica! modelling can help here. 

:4> 
I \ 

a 

\ 

The theory fora single span with fixed suspension 

points is known. Si nee the cableis hanging 

on a freely movable isolator of a few me tres 

length , the motion oftwo neighbouring spa ns 

are coupled . The effect ofthe coupling between 

two spans cannot be found experimentally. 

With a mathematica! model one can explain 

e.g. why tensile stress and vertical motion have 

totally different resonances. In new transmission 

networks this knowledge is being used , which 

leadstoa significant diminishing ofthe ga lloping 

phenomenon. 
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Image Analysis 
Due to the tremendous possibilities of modern computers one can now process images in such a way that 

a variety of desired aspects are enhanced. Image Analysis benefited from the rise of fast computers in the 
sixties. One of the founders of Image Analysis was Azriel Rosenfeld. 

An image consisrs of pixels , oprical elemenrs on a screen, each having a specified colouring. In all areas where 

Image Analysis is playing a role , like medical diagnosrics or invesrigarion of mareria Is, iris necessa ry ro improve 

rhe qualiry ofthe images. Typical problems are bad resolution , insuff1cient contrastor defocusing. To improve rhe 

image a number of marhemarical techniques has been developed. For insrance, iris possible rodereer where rhe 

pixe ls change colour rapidly to derermine rhe edge of an image. Anorher re chnique employs fi I teringroger rid of 

rhe noise. In order ro reconsrruct missing parrs some clever inrerpolarion rechniques can be used. 

For medical operarions, like where a catheter is inserted in a blood vessel, rhe movement ofrhis catheter 

can be followed. Since each image comains a large number ofredundanr pixels it is necessary to reduce 

rhis redundancy ro be able to follow the movement in real time. The yellow line in the pictures above shows 

where the catheter is situated. 



An other application of Image Analysis can be found in 

Forensic lnvestigation . A still in a video recording of a 

moving car and with no apparent information appears 

ro contain the characters ofthe license plate after 

process1ng. 

Or an image that has been blurred by moving the 

camera too quickly can be processed such that it 

shows the image ofthe person rather sharply. 

Sometimes the image contains various 

scales , each of wh ich can be enhanced at 

the expense of the others. The painting of 

Galathea by Dali on the left shows either 

Galathea or Lincoln more explicitly. 
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Increasing Computational Speed 
A mathematica! model often leads to an expression or relation that the solution should obey, but that still 

needs to be "solved". Solving is done using an algorithm, which describes a series of steps that a computer 

should do in order to obtain a numerical result. 

Every step in this process, in parricular so-called elemenrary computational steps, i.e. adding, subtracting, 

mu ltiplying and dividing, costs a certain amount oF time , usually indicated in units oF flop (f/oating point operation ). 
The number oF flops per second , indicated by FLOPS, is a measure forthespeed ofthe co mputer. A modern PC 

has a speed of30 GFLOPS (GFLOPS means 109 operations per second). By using many processors at the sa me 

time in parallel, say 1000, one may increase the speed rheoretically by a factor 1000 as wel I, i.e.toTFLOPS or 

Teraflops. However, rhis only makes sense ifan algorithm can be formulated in such a way that all processorscan 

Fully be used at th e same time. This may require a complete reformulation ofthe solution methodology. 

One day Moore 's law wil I not hold any longer. The reason is that the 

ever increasing miniaturisation eventually is not ju st dependent on 

technological progress (Nanotechnology), but wil I be impeded by physical 

barriers . 

Moore's law 
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Computers are becoming 

ever faseer. A famous " law" 

indicating this increase is 

called after Moore ( 1965): 

Every 24 months the numher of 

transistors on a chip doubles. As 

a consequence the di stances 

between the transistors 

become smallerand therefore 

rhe tran smiss ion speed larger. 

ThereFore thi s law is also a 

good meas ure to explain the 

increase in co mputational 

speed. 
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Indirect Measurement 
Some processes are not amenable for direct measuring. For instance, it may be impossible to measure a 

required quantity or to carry this out without halting the production process as such. In these and like cases 

one may obtain the information indirectly. 

A good illustration ofthis is keeping track ofthe quality of a furnace side-shield, which is growing thinner by a 

corrosive process. For instanee in a blast furnace iron ore and cokes are supplied and the molten iron and slag 

removed in a continuous process. Duringa period of a bout 10 years the side-shield is getting thinner. Before 

the thickness passes a certain critica! value where it might brake, the process has to be stopped and the furnace 

comes to its end. The thickness itself cannot be measured and therefore the temperature is used as an alternative 

indicator. At various locations in the side-shield heat sensors measure the temperature. 
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ll iro,n ore 

~es 
~ ~ exhaust gas 

-----... ......,._.._ combustion gas 

pigiron----ç lf 
slag ~ 

The problem of determining the thickness can be solved as 

follows: Given a certain thickness and a certain operaring 

temperature at the inner side as wellas a temperature at 

the outside, the temperature in the wal I as a function ofthe 

location can be computed using an appropriate mathematica! 

model. This idea now is used inversely: Given a temperature 

at various locations and the operation inner temperature, the 

thickness ofthe side-shield can be determined. However, small 

errors in the measured data (coming from the sensors) can give 

large effects in the prediered thickness ofthe side-shield; the 

temperature is moreover nat very much varyingas a function of 

the thickness. These two facts make the problem 

ill-posed, a mathematica! way to say that smal I errors may have 

a dramatically large effect. There exist so-called regularisation 

techniques that produce still useful results. A well-known such a technique is due to Tichonoff. 
There is a host ofill-posed problems. For example in Tomography, where the shape ofbones or tumours can 

be determined from recorded reAeetion of energy pulses. Another example is Seismology where reAeetion of 

acoustical signa Is is used tochart the soil structure. 







Laser Drilling 
A laser (short for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) is a light souree that produces a 

narrow coherent beam of light. The laser light is monochromatic, in contrast to most light sources, which emit 

light in all directions and with a broad spectrum of wavelengths and phases. The first laser was built in 1960 

by Maiman. 

Pointing lasers, as they are used for presentations, levels and similar instruments , or in barcode readers, have a 

limited power. There are, however, also high power lasers, which can moreover deliver their energy in very short 

pulses, ofmilli- , micro-oreven nanoseconds. Such laserscan be used to cut materials, drill holes or remave layers 

of materiaL Because of their power and a lso because they can operate on a smal I se ale they have become an 

indispensable tooifordrilling holes in all kinds oftough materials. For example diamond dies that are used for 

wire thinning have laser drilled openings. 

Another application is drilling holes for cooling blades of rotors in a jet engine. At the hot end ofthe engine, the 

blades are caoled with relatively cool air that is blown from within through smal I holes. Th is providesfora smal I 

cool air film proteering the blade against the hot gas. The drilling of such holes is done using a percussion laser, 

which " melts" away the material in microseconds. 
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To successfully carry out this process one has to overcome a series of problems, like focusing the beam, 

prevenring the vicinity ofthe holes to heat up too much and nevertheless have as many holes drilled as quickly as 

possible; per engine a bout hundred thousand of these holes need to bedrilled I A first modelling step is tochart 

the warming up and melting process. The increasing pressure pushes the molten material up against the wal I of 

holes. This molten material rapidly cools down, which makes that a small portion to resolidif1care against this 

wal I. Th is is of course undesirable. Simulation models where various parameterscan be changed easily can help 

to optimise this process. 

meiring splashing resolidification 

National Academ>-: of. Engineering. 



Leakage in Vacuum Wrappings 
Ou ring vacuum wrapping of foods, lil<e meat or coffee, micro-leakages may arise, i.e. very small holes that 
initially go unnoticed. These micro-leal<ages bring on a diminishing quality or at least storage life of the 
product. The leaking may take a few days, and may be noticed only when the product has been purchased, 

with all its consequences. 

lt is important therefore to intervene during the process when something goes wrong. To detect micro-leakages 

one removes a number of paree ls from the production line and tests them with a special tooi on leakages. Th is 

test takes a minute per parcel and results in a yesjno mark. The frequency by w hich micro-leakages occur is very 

low, both in normal production and with a technica/ trouble in the machine. Therefore the interpreta tion ofthe 

data is difficult. 

Of course it is very costly to stop production whe n a higher frequency of leakages is detected, which asks fora 

solid approach ofthis problem. 

X-bar Chart for yie ld 
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Staristics can help to tackle this probl em. Th e basic idea goesback co Walter Shewhart: it is possible co 

distinguish natura/ process Auctuations from those due co machine trouble . Shewart used the normal distribution 

to model the Auctu at ions and probability theory to co mpute the bounds that indicate the difference between 

normal situations and problem situations. Th is approach is suited to dereet larger process disturbances, if one 

can measure physical parameters like pressure or temperature. Fo r vacu um wra ppings only yesj no data are 

avail ab le, i. e. the number of events. 
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Modelling 
In order to solve questions that arise in a production process, e.g. improving the quality or the speed, or to 

understand certain phenomena at all before a process is being implemented, it is necessary to reduce the 

problem to a manageable one, i.e. teaving out less relevant aspects. 

The first step is to describe the phenomenon inthebest possible way with the least number of parameters. lf one 

would like to understand the tidal motion, one can restriet oneselfto the inAuence ofthe moon, leaving out that 

of e.g. the sun, as the latter is relatively smal I with respect co the farmer. 

One may roughly distinguish three approaches. The first is white-box modelling . Using the laws ofphysics, 

like those that relate motion tospeedor force, a mathematica! description can be given of a phenomenon: 

an equation co be satisfied by the relevant quantities . These equations can be investigated mathematically to 

understand a number of basic characteristics. An important part ofthis analysis is co make these quantities 

dimensionl ess, i.e. comakethem independent ofthe way they are measured ; like distances in metres or mi les. 

Further investigation may lead to simplification ofthe equations. For example, smallertermsin the equation may 

benegleered or a description with less sparial variables suffices. Eventually numerical simulations prove necessary 

in most situations (see also " Differential Equations"), after which 

the results can bevalidared (on possibly simplified experiments). 

Sometimes this leads to an adaptation ofthe model. 

The power of rnadelling is the universality of Mathematics, 

exemplified by the equations one obtains. The sametype of 

equation thus plays a role both to describe the weather 

and the flight of an airplane. Nat only quite different 

phenomena but also with very different length 

scales. 
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A second approach is that ofthe black box. Here only observations ("data") are available from which conclusions 

should be drawn. This belongs to the area ofStatistics. In particular one encounters situations where there are 

very few data or rather very many; in the latter case a diligent choice has to be made (see also "Modelling with 

Data"). 

The grey box, finally, is a mixture of the previous two. For example data found from a black box model can be 

used to obtain certain parameters in the equations of a white box model. 

In almost any case it is necessary to do (sometimes large scale) computations. Thanks to the development of ever 

fa ster computers the u se of mathematica! tools has grown tremendously, giving rise toa host of new theories and 

techniques, without which modern technology would nothave been possible. 

Although al most every engineer is doing some form of modelling in his area of competence, the contri bution of 

mathematica! engineers in this processcan be signif1cant, ifnot essenrial. lndeed, he has the best knowledge of 

the state ofthe art methods and techniques and is trained in adapting and extending them. In the Low Countries 

Sirnon Stevin can be viewed as the first mathematica! engineer, who combined practice with theory. 
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Modelling with Data 
In industrial processes data of all kinds are collected; like production data, for example the output of a 

production line, but also process parameters of customers. The fast development of automation has opened 

possibilities to store large D-bases for all kinds of industrial processes. 

At the sa me time, however, one often has only a few data, for instanee due toshorter produceion runs. Both 

for largerand smaller number of data Mathernaties can help to derive useful conclusions. Often data are used 

to compute simp Ie statistica/ indica tors like mean or standard deviation. Th ere is an abundance of software 

that produces graphics of them, like scatter plots , pie eh arts and histograms. These are in fa ct examples of data 

reduction, i.e. reducing a high number of datatoa simple " low dimensional" representation . 

scaner plot Histogram 
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But by using Mathernaties much more can be done. One can use probabi/istic models to analyse the data , i.e. 

models for describing random outcomes; for example throwing a coin or counting the number of clients in a 

certain period. The theory ofProbability gorasolid Mathematica/ foundation due to Kolmogorov. 

•• 
• • 

• 

One can simply illustrate this as follows. In the diagram on the left 

measurements are displayed of a chemica/ process , where the temperature 

(on the horizontal axi s) is va ried to fmd the optima/ ga in in the process 

(the gainis displayed on the vertical axis). For the given values (indicated 

by green dots) the red one appears to bethebest choice, the "piek the 

winner" principle . 
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Assuming the gain can be explained by (chemica!) theory, one can try to find a function that approximates the 

observations as good as possible. In the graph this function results in a higher gain (as indicated by the arrow). 

In practice the situation is of course much more complex as one usually deals with a larger number of 

parameters. In Statistics, the part of Mathernaties where data are investigated using probability models, such 

so-ca lied regression mode Is are a well-known technique for this type of problems . 

Also , ifthe data are too complex to draw a simple condusion from them, Mathernaties can provide the tools to 

reduce them appropriately. An example is given by measurements of a wave spectrum, where the intensities of 

thousands ofwavelengths 

have been measured. An 

approximate model uses the 

most important factors only. 

As for any model a validation 

IS necessary. 

A Statistician uses all data that are available. A 

priori reducing the data by e.g. taking means should 

not be done. Moreover, observations need not be 

known exactly. For instanee in testing life expectancy 

of products, where time is virtually accelerated by 

changing the circumstances, the life expectancy of 

not-failed productsis not known. But it is known 

that these products have lived throughout the test 

period. Such information is quintessenrial in a 

statistica! analysis. lt is referred to as censored data. 

Many ofthe basic statistica! principles like data 

reduction and estimation go back to Fisher, who 

developed them inspired by practical problems in 

agriculture and genetics in the 1920's and 1930's. 

In data mining the data are often very random 

and moreover so veryinaccurate that the usual 

statistica! models cannot be used . Using conditional 

probabilities and "Bayes' rule" relations can still be 

found based on heuristics . Examples are analysing 

customer cards data by shops and credit worthiness 

of customers by banks. 

Bayes' ruleis a formula for computing conditional 

probabilities. E.g., if one knows the probabilities of 

financial actions for different groups of customers, 

then given data on the fmancial actions of a 

customer, this rule enables one to compute the 

probabilities of that particular customer belonging 

to certain groups of customers. 
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Model Order Rednetion 
Due to the increase of computer power and the possibilities of numerical methods one can solve ever more 

complex problems. In earlier days of computing it was already quite an accomplishment to simulate the 

electric behaviour of rather simple electronic circuits. Nowadays computational models also include possible 

(undesired) radiation effects, the temperature development and mechanica! aspectsas well. The goal is to 

compute an optimal design of a circuit that uses as little material as possible. 

The consequences ofthi s progress are far reaching. Algorithms and software for individual aspectsof a problem 

need to be considered rogether, leading toa tremendous increase ofthe number of equations with many 

va riables a nd design parameters. Luckily notall these systems need to be coupled in a very accurate way. The 

aforementioned example ofan electronic circuit may nor need all conneering wires e.g., ifthey are nor too close 

mput 

~~~ 
~~~ 

output 

input 

(for cross talk). Often a global approximation ofthe behaviour is 

sufficient to analyse the inAuence that the various aspects havefora 

nearly optimal design . 

For many applications it is sufficient to look at the global behaviour 

of a system and to compute the dominant properties only. Th is 

can be done using so·called model order reduction. Model order 

reduction tries to simplif}t complex models significantly in order to 

determine the relationships between input and output . 
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ldeas to characterise a system go back to Beltram i and Sylvester, based on what we now ca l I singular values. By 

taking only the larger on es into account one can effectively reduce the system. The accuracy of the approximating 

model can thus be adapted. This is shown schematically below: the bunny on the left is a very detailed drawing, 

while the one on the right is very crude, yet has all the features that make it identifiab le as a bunny. 

The sa me idea is used here . Traditional methods willoften leadtoa complex model wi th many details; on the 

other ha nd application of model order reduction leads to a much s im pier model with a ll rhe characreristics of rhe 

problem still there. Th is methodology is extremely important in rhe electronic indusrry. T h is is because one needs 

to represent the behaviour ofindividual partsofan electronic circuit very compactly. lndeed, a designer often has 

to perform simularions of ci rcui ts of a mi llion or more components. 

A s imila r reductio n merhod is necessary to analyse rhe opera ti o n of the so-ca li ed subserare in an electron ie 

chip. Such a substrate can a lso be ana lysed indeta il using Maxwell's eq uations, but in practice it is sufficient to 

srudy the resistive effect of the subserare only. The subserare is then represented by a complex, and in particular 

large, networkof resistors. Model order red ucrion can simplif)t the size of the problem and thus reduce the 

computational effort . The table below shows the reduction forsome networks. 

original numbers reduced numbers 
of resistors of resistors 

Network 1 r---- 8007 1505 

Nerwork 2 161183 14811 

Model order reduction has its roots in control engineering, but is ryp ically a mathematica! di scipline. Thanks to 

modern computational rechn iques significant progress has been made. Ir is astrong instrumentFor a host of 

actua l problems a nd has become indispensable for analysing a nd oprimising sysrems a nd producrs. 
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MRI-scanners 
The first person who thought of using magnetic resonance to produce pictures of living tissue was Raymond 

Damian, who constructed a scanner in 1970, thus giving birth to Magnetic Resonance lmaging (MRI). 

MRI is basedon the fact that the hydrogen nucleus has a magnetic field. This tiny magnet can cooperate with an 

external field or counteract (s pin ). Between the two states an energy differen ce exisrs. lfthe nucleu s is subjeered 

toa magneti c pulse the spin can Aip . Aftera short while rhe spin returns ro its old state and emirs a photon. In 

principle hydrogen nuclei can be excired by varying the magnetic field. The emirred radiation of different w ave 

lengths can be measured and thus it can be determined how many hydrogen nuclei are locaredat specified 

locarions. 

/ 
I 
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An M RI scanner consistsof a movable tab ie, on 

which a parient lies down. In a classica! setting this 

table can beslid accuratelyin a hollow cylindrical 

magnet. The fteld ofthis magner, between 0.5 and 

7 Tesla, is produ ced by super conducted coils. These 

need robe cooled by liquid Helium. The machinery 

needed for all this is making the scanner very 

expenstve. 

In an MRI scanner large data are processed and 

rhrough inverse computation one can produce 

three dimen sional pictures. Since different tissues 

have different hydrogen densities it is possible ro 

visualise these. For this the scan is prese nred as a 

series of slices of the body. Also three dimensional 

representations of certain structures can be made 

visible this way. 

s: 
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Mathernaties is playing a crucial role both in designing and in 

optimising the u se of the scanner. Thanks to Maxwell's theory 

electromagnetism ca n be modelled and numerically simuiared 

in all sorts ofsituations. This is used to design and improve the 

scanner. The information colleered by the scanner is transformed 

into pictures , which again uses mathematica! ideas. Image 

reconstruction is used to produce images with the best possible 

resolution. Nowadays MRI-scanners are able to distinguish 

subjens of0 .3 mm apart. 

P.ete~ Mansfield 

for their. researcH 



N oise Rednetion in Aircraft 
lt is a long way back to times that aircraft noise was considered as a symbol of progress. 

Airera ft noise , in fact an annoying form of industrial waste, enjoys a prominent interest of environmentalists si nee 

the fifties ofthe twentieth century. The internationallaw measures taken to curb the noise would have made 

growth of air traffic (an important factor in economie growth per se) impossible , ifthe noise levels were not 

reduced dramatically. To make modern airera ft ever more silent a constant and costly worldwide effort is needed. 

For this one needs a better understanding ofthe many and often very subtie physical mechanisms that lead to 

noise production and moreover implementation by the industry of measures that damp the noise, or even better, 
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Aero-acoustical experiments are very costly and for an engine, wings or undercarriage of an airera ft practically 

impossible . The phenomena are very complex, in particular the interaction between the noise and the 

aerodynamics (air flow). Mathernaties plays a crucial role here . One of the founders of aero-acoustics was 

Lighthill. He showed that air flow can bedescribed quite wel! by mathematica! models, the use of which allows 

for computing the noise radiation. This mathematica! approach is not only much cheaper than experiments; it 

also gives important insight in relevant parameters. 
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Option Pricing 
The financial world has also discovered the power of Mathematics. In particular the last few years the 

application of Mathernaties at banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions has become 

important. 

The increasing complexity ofthe financial world and the demand for special very advanced and new products 

requires sophisticated risk analyses. The often whimsical events on the financial markets show that a thorough 

risk analysis is crucial. These developments stimulate the demand for safe investment products. 

More and more mathematicians are getting involved in Financial Mathematics. They investigate problems like the 

probability of extreme events, as is of great importance to insurance companies. Or they improve exiting models 

to option pricing. The option tra de is an old one dating back many centuries. One of the first mathematica! 

publications in the area ofpricing 

was the thesis ofthe Mathematician 

Bachelier written in 1900. 

lt rook many years, to be precise 

til I 1973 till a satisfactory theory 

of option pricing was given by 

Black, Schales and Merton. Their 

theoretica! investigations caused 

an enormous growth offinancial 
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derivatives. Since 1973 the interest 2 

of Mathematicians in options and 

other derivatives has grown steadily 

aswell. The " Biack-Scholes model " 

is still one of the most used models 
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to price options. However, due to the increasing volatility ofthe stock markets ever complex models are needed. 

Only with asolid knowledge of Mathernaties can one achieve this. 
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Prediction of Carbonation 
Carbonation is the damage in reinforeed concrete instigated by rusting of the steel. Th is process is an 

expansive reaction, and the dilatations can bring about cracks in the concrete. 

This processis very detrimentalto the strength ofthe concrete and may indeed infect the entire construction. 

Carbonation is caused by penetration of smal I chloride concentrations and usually occurs in situations where 

salty conditions exist: like close to the sea or on bridges where brine is regularly used to prevent icy conditions on 

the road. The chloride destroys the protective iron oxide layer. Under normal conditions this rust product peels 

off, but in alkaline circumstances, like in concrete, this process continues. This infestation can leadtoa serious 

deterioration of the materia I. lt may e.g. ca u se a bridge to collapse eventually. 
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Th is processcan be modelled mathematically as aso-called free boundary problem (here the boundary ofthe 

iron is meant), where a transition exists from one kind ( or state) of material to the other (like the carbonation). 

Such problems have first been investigated by Stefan , who studied the formation of ice from water. Such so

called Stefan problems occur more generally in situations of material transitions, more in particular in chemica! 

reacrions or phase transitions , like meiring ice or (much more complicated') melting butter. Carbonation 

actually has an additional difficulty, as rhere are two time scales involved. One is related tothespeed by which 

water and saltare being transporred (cm per hour) and the other the speed of rusting (cm per century). This 

makes numerical simulations ofsuch problems very complex. 

The results of these simulation modelscan be used to predier 

the life span ofbuildings and bridges. 





Production of Botties 
Glass is a multipurpose materiaL lt can be fragile, brittie but also very flexible, like in fibres. Glass can be 

pressed, blown or cast in al sorts of forms and shapes. The raw material, sand and some soda is available 

almost everywhere. The actual glass production takes place in a large oven where duringa twenty-four hour 

process these ingredients are being melted and mixed to become bottles, jars, panes and other products 

eventually in the forming stage. 

Cantrolling the entire process, from glass oventofmal form, is strongly dependent on simulation. The reason for 

this is that it is e.g. simply impossible to experimentally find out the optima! geometry ofthe oven, other than by 

just experience. 





The sa me is true for the eventual morpho logy of e.g. con ta iner glass. Glass botties and ja rs are usually produced 

in two steps. First the liquid glassis pressed or blown into a pre-form . This form is chen blown into che fmal 

desired shape in a nocher mould. Boch stepscan be mod ell ed as a c reeping Aow, as g lassis very visco us. Th is 

resulcs in the so-called Stokes equations. 

glass 

plunger · 

T his problem is very complex, because the g lass is caoled at the same t ime. The viscosity strongly increases if 

the temperature gets lower. One o f che ways of heat transfer is radiacion. For higher t emperatures radiation is 

even che dominant fo rm. Simulacion o fra diacion is therefore an important issue. Due to the pocentially la rge 

co mpl exicy, simplifi ed m odels a re being used if possible. A well -known one is due to Rosseland . Th is mo d el 

is, however, on ly va li d in opti ca lly dense media, i.e. if the glass is thick enough. The geometry of t he prefarm 

d etermines theevenwal distri bution of the glass mass in the fin a l form . Preferably t his should be as uniform 

as possib le to make t he end prod uce as light as possible. The latter is im portant as t he we ight determines the 

produceion casts, but a lso t he cransporcation casts. Again s imulation is needed because experimenting is too 

coscly. 
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PumpingOil 
Oil is still one of the most important sourees of energy. For its presence it is important to have a suitable, 

relatively porous rock that is locked above by solid rock. 

Oil but also natura! gas is situated in the pores ofthe porous rock. Since 

oil and even more so gas are lighter than water they could easily be pushed 

away by water if there wou ld be no sol id rock cover. An oi I reserve is often 

a rather thin but extensive layer. After the reserve has been detected a 

number of holes is dril led. The possibly very viseaus oil is then pumped up 

by inserting water in the other side ofthe reservoir under high pressure. The 

water pushes the oil back in quite a complicated way. 



The separation between water and oillooks like a garland. This phenomenon is called " fmgering" (see picture 

above). lf one of these " fingers" gers too far the water souree may make contact with an oil pump. Ifchar 

happens the wellis lost. Without extra precautions one may only reeover about 30% of a reservoir. lfthe oil is too 

viscous one tries to lower this by injecting steam instead . 

Oil Reservoir Modelling is a very complex problem . Each reservoir requires separate simulations to get insight in 

how to maximise the result. Of course the geometry plays an important role, todetermine for instanee where to 

dril I. A reservoir simulacion leads to very large systems of equations. To solve these , methods are required that 

keep the number of equations within the realm of hardware possibilities. The methods need, moreover, befast 

enough to ca rry out such large scale computations. 

The first investigations into flow through porous med ia were done by Darcy. The equations are too complex to 

be solved directly and therefore a host of mathematica! tools have been desc ribed to find approximating 

so lutions. 





Reliable Information and 
Error Correcting Codes 
The signals sent by a satellite are infested with noise, and even may 

be missing some parts because the conneetion is poor or temporarily 

interrupted. How can one be assured whether the information one gets is 

correct, or the information that is sent is correctly passed on to the receiver? 

Telecommunication uses two kinds of coding: data compression and error 

correction. In data compression the in formation is re presenred in as few 

symbols as possible, and with the least possible loss ofinformation. The main 

reason for this is the need to imprave efficiency in storing or transmitting over a 

relatively expensive channel. Error correction, on the other hand , adds symbols 

to coded information, toproteet the transport over the channel. With error 

correction the receiver is able to deduce the proper in formation from possibly 

faulty information , thanks to "error correcting code" . 

'o 
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Mathematica! research in the area of coding has produced a variety of 

coding techniques, each withits specific possibilities and restrictions. 

An often used error correction technique is due toReed and Salomon. 

A A A A 

The Reed-Soloman error correction is basedon over-sampling ofthe data . As long as the larger part ofthe 

data is received correctly, the receiver can interpret the signa! correctly, despite the presence of some wrong 

ones. By using Reed-Salomon codes CD and DVD players have no problem with serarches and other kinds 

of damage, unlike old fashioned record players . The signa I that a CD stores adds four extra bytestoeach 

24 byte group. In this way each two faulty bytes, out ofthe 28 in total, can be corrected. 





Shortest Path 
A daily problem for a courier is finding the shortest path to all his customers on a typical route. A seemingly 
different but yet similar example is the best possible order that a machine for filling a printed circuit board 
should follow in picking the parts. Or, how the various goods in a warehouse should be stored and picked 
up again to have to store and deliver in a minimum of time. Or, alternatively, soldering a large number of 

components in the appropriate order, while picking them up from storage. 

These are examples thar ask for decisions and are srudied in a discipline called Operations Research. Operations 

Research includes topics like mathematica\ programming and linear programming, rerms thar were invented by 

Dantzig. All kinds of problems thar ask for minimising costor maximising speed, like transportation of goods, 

can be attacked by mathematica\ merhods. Like often happens in rnadelling simple methods are not always the 

best ones. 

Th is kind of problem is part of Logistics . Logistics is a scientific topic that arose from Military Science . 

In earlier days this was mainly devoted to effectiveness and battle-readiness. Napoleon introduced a new 

function of "Maréchal de Logis" . This person had the duty to find lodging for the troops. From this the word 

logistics was derived. Modern Logistics is unthinkable without Mathematics. 
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The aforementioned problem , the planning of a route, is 

known as the travelling salesman problem. lf a salesman 

has 30 clients on a day, then befare leaving home, he tries 

to flnd out which elient is nearest to his home. Then he 

has 30 possibi lities to check. After choosing the best one 

he has another 29 options for the next cl ient. That means 

that at that stage he needs to search 30 x 29 times in total 

by then. Subsequently has to choose from 28 options, etc. 

All in all there are therefore 30 x 29 x 28 x ... 3 x 2 x 1 

se arches needed . 

This number is denoted as 30 ! (pronounced as 

30 factoria l) . Th is appears to be a number with 32 digits ! 

People have been trying to solve some routing 

problems for fun. In 1998 Mathematicians 

at the University ofPrinceton computed 

the shortest path to visit all 15,112 cities 

in Germany. lts salution took 22.6 years 

computer time on a big supercomputer, with 

multiprocessors. In May 2004 the travelling 

salesman problem for all Swedish cities and 

towns (24,978 in total) was solved. The 

length that the sa lesman would have to travel 

is about 72,500 kilometres. 

But a lso for just 10 customers he still has the insurmountable number of 3628800 searches. 

Th is is a classica! example of a method that if fully correct but practically useless. Fortunately, a near optima I 

so lution is as good as the optima! in reality. This then opens up all sorts ofpossibilities to economise on the 

search procedure. 

shir.s from America 
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Simulation of Crash Tests 
Experiments are often very expensive, even more so when the material can be used only once, as holds for 

crash tests. In order to investigate the impact of a crash one uses dummies with all kinds of Electranies in 

them to measure the effects of the impact. Every crash tests costs therefore one or more dummies and a car. 

The past years much effort has been given to do 

simulations rather than real tests. Both man and car 

are complex structures. A car consists ofthousands of 

connections that can be bentor twisted duringa crash. 

Mathematically, a crash can bedescribed using the so-called equations ofmotion. In essence these equations are 

based on Newton 's law. Moreover the deformation of the materials under extern al forces has to betaken into 

account. Due to the enormous complexity ofthe resulting equations not only high speed computers are required, 

but even more so sophisticated Mathematics. 

The si mulation ofthe human body is even more intriguing from a mechanica! point of view. Fora crash test a 

relatively simple dummy may suffice, one that models bones and e.g. fractures ofthem. lfthe dummy has to be 

more sophisticated, e.g. has to walk realistically, the problem is much more difficult to simulate. Modelling this 

has stillnotlead to completely satisfactory results. This can beseen in movies where dummies move somewhat 

rigidly. 
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Solutions for the Off-Shore Industry 
With the an'iva l of oil and gas exploration in the North Sea, off-shore industry became booming 
in North West Europe. The industry faces a number of specific challenges. for which nov el 
technologies are needed. Like for laying pipelines. 

For exp loirê). [jon of gas and o rl wells under 

sea beds underw3rer p ipelines are needed 

tO transport (he product (0 fl :l~ng stations 

for container shi ["l s or (0 (he short:. These 

pipelines are U5ua f made by ha nging down 

Cl conc rete ballasted pipe from a lay barge 

and lowering ie slowly. The pipe elemems 

are welded wgether on board. During the 

layi ng process the pipe sags and bends in a 
s-shape, a so-called S-Iay. In very deep water 

the pipe is hangrng down venically and bends 

in ij } shape, rhe J-Iay. The p ipe meNS large 

bending s ((eSSl"~. As a resuJt the pipe ma y 

b uckle, (hus making ie use less. Tc stretch 

[he bending till below the cricical buckling 

limit , the pipe IS pulled from t he ship. The 

machinery for (hi s is very expensive. Hence ie 

IS importa nt CO make a des ign in advance and 

CO cake the mechanical properties ofthe pipe 

inco accou nL The puIllOg force needs to be 

as sma ll as possible, but sutf\cienr co prevent 

bueklong. 
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Mathematica! Modelling shows that the pipe does not behave like a classica! bending bam, but as a stiffened 

cable. The flexural rigidity per unit length is much smaller than the weight. Th is necessitates dealing with two 

different length scales. Further modelling results in a mathematica! equation, that needs appropriate numerical 

methods to solve it. 

lndeed, the notion of mechanica! stiffness has numerical implications as we ll. So-ca lied stiff differential equations 

appear in a host of situations and are a major cause for long compu ter time, or even impossible to carry out, 

unless spec ial methodologies are used. The groundwork for numerical treatment of differential equations was laid 

by Dahlquist. 

S-lay and J-lay 

Pipe laying is becoming more and more advanced and the technology more spectacular than ever before. In 

the fifties of the twentieth century the technology was used in shallow water, say 10 meters, like in the Gulf 

of Mexico, without pulling. In the sixties til I eighties deeper waters were explored , up to several hundreds 

of meters, like in the North Sea, which necessitated to have a pulling force on the pipe to prevent buckling. 

Here the technique was developed to u se a singer to lower the pipe for the S-lay. In the nineties the J-lay was 

invented to be used for extreme deep waters of several kilometres, like in the Mediterranean. 
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Stirling Cooling Machines 
For hardening metal objects, called tempering, low, so-called cryogenic temperatures, are needed; roughly 
speaking these are temperatures' below - 1 00 degrees Celsius. Cryogenic hardening is a treatment of the 

material that happens at a temperature of about -195 Celsius, often with liquid nitrogen. 

Th is hardening is in particular important for steel. The less hard austenite is then transformed to martensite. 

Th is process is very complex, but mathematica! rnadelling can be a useful tooi to predier the parametersfora 

proper mix of the transformed materiaL 

Another important application of cryogenics is super conduction. At temperatures close to 0 Kelvin 

(0 Kelvin=- 273.15 Celsius) some materials loose their electrical resistance, which thus makes current run almast 

without resistance (and thus heat dissipation). This idea is for instanee applied in an MRI scanner, where a large 

magnetic field is supplied by coils imbedded in liquid helium. 

To reach temperatures below the liquefaction temperature of nitrogen (- 196 Celcius) , the Stirling machine is a 

very eff1cient device . lt employs two independent pistons, which successively compress, displace and let expand 

the helium, and this 25 times per second. In this process heat is transporred from one side to the other, a 

characteristic for all cooling systems. In fact the sameprinciple is used in a Stirling engine. Stirling engines are 

less useful for use in a car, which needs an ever changing power. 



To improve the efficiency ofthe Stirling cooler mathematica! modelling is necessary. The flow through the helium 

is turbulent e.g. with standard packages for simuiaring flow s imuiaring a cycle may take very long. By appropriate 

modelling, like paying special attention to wal I effects, this can be reduced substanrially. Further modelling will be 

necessary to upscale the present machine, without too costly experiments. 





Turbulence, Sometimes Convenient, 
Sometimes Inconvenient 
When a tap is opened the water jet is rather smooth initially. Th is is called lam i nar flow. lf the tap is opened 
further the jet suddenly becomes irregular, due to the turbulence caused by the water pipe. 

Th is turbulence increases the resistance: it takes more force to press the water through the pipe. Some industrial 

applications benefit from a resistance that is as smal! as possible , like aircraft wings, where air is flowingalong or 

large pipelines where oil is pumped through. In turbulence the water, air or oil moves seemingly chaotic. 
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Turbulence is, in fact, a cascade of eddies. The largest 

eddies decompose into smaller ones, which in turn 

decompose into even smaller ones, until the physically 

smallest ones are reached. Though the very movement 

ofthe fluid is difficult to predict , this is not the first 

concern. The real problem is that the character ofthe 

flow changes completely. Forsome applications, like 

mixing, turbulence is a blessing. Quite a few chemica! 

processes (like in a cambustion engine) run much 

better thanks to turbulence. 

Since the days of Leonardo da Vinci, who invented 

the name turbulence- he called it turbolenza- the 

phenomenon brings despair among engineers and 

scientists. Fora long time they thought that those wild 

vortices would never be understood . 



Yet, turbulence can be 

simuiared quite wel I 

numerically. However, even 

for simple problems it may 

rapidly lead to unduly large 

computational times or 

memory limitations. For 

example , the simulation of 

water flowing with a speed 

of1 m/ s through a pipe 

of 1 m requires al ready 

1 Petabyte (a one with 

15 zeros) memory and 

fifteen years of computation. 
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Even with the fastest computers such 

computations are still out of reach. 

·J 

Fortunately, there exist smart methods resulting 

in much more realistic computing times. The majority 

em ploys some farm of probabi I istic description of turbu Ie nee 

(averaging). A computation fora turbulent problem then takes 

about the sametimes as one without turbulence, yet showing all the 

0 

relevant aspects within acceptable accuracy. Th is way one can e .g. predier the friction and how 

fast species will mix. One needs some expert knowledge in applying these methods though. 

A different approach only computes the largest eddies. Si nee these eddies are clearly visible now it is easier to 

identify them with measured data . Despite the eddies still being noticeable the computing time is seriously 

reduced. This salution is aften used when a direct si mulation is too expensive, but the speednotlarge enough to 

u se the other class of methods. 
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Water Hammer: Mathernaties in the Pipeline 
Fast closing of a tap at home often involves a brief audible thud. This is caused by a phenomenon called 
water hammer. lt is as though the water in the pipe bumps against the closed tap, where the water pressure 
temporarily increases significantly. For an ordinary household pipe this may not be dramatic, but it can be 
disastrous for long transportation lines. 

Water or oi l often runs through pipelines ofhundred kilometres in lengthan d with a diameter of 1 metre and can 

be compared with a very long train. A train cannot be stopped in a very short time without havoc. In a similar 

way the c losing ofvalves or taps need s to be done with care. To prevent mishaps like a break-down of pumps, 

pipelines are equipped with special water hammer provisions , like buffer towers , pressure vesse ls , exhaust valves, 

breaking glasses, dashpots on the va lves and extra Aywheels on the pumps. 



Waterhammeris a consequence of the smal i compressibility- elasticity- of water and consistsof pressure 

waves moving with the speed of sound ( 1000 m/s) through the pipes . Around 1900 Joukowski and Allievi laid 

the theoretica! groundwork for what is now a classica! water hammer theory. Large networks are now f1rst 

numerically modelled to find out potenrial water hammer hazards. Mathernaties more generally plays a crucial 

role to optimise the provisions to betaken and a lso to simulate complications like vapour and gas bubbles, 

moving pipes, turbulence and visco-elastic pipe walls. An analysis of waterhammeris necessary when dealing 

with dangerous Auids in the chemica! industry, cooling systems in nuclear power plants or the stability of hydra

power plants. Water hammer can also be used to advantage in aso called water ram , to dereet leakages in the 

underground system and with some industrial cleaning processes. 

At the end ofthe nineteenth century Moscow had a problem withits hampering water supply. Joukowski, 

who already had become famous for his aero-dynamical research, was asked how to increase the water 

supply. He rose to fame internationally as an expert in this area with a thorough report that combined solid 

theory and proper measurements. The so-calledjoukowski equation that relates the maximum pressure to both 

the speed ofthe Aow and the speed of sound bears his name . The proper formula forthespeed of sound in 

water-fi lied pipes was al ready derived by the Dutch Mathematician l<orteweg. 
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Why Does an Airplane Fly? 
Man can fly only relatively recent. In particular the nineteenth century saw numerous attempts of man 

experimenting with a variety of wing forms. One of the most well-known was Otto Lilienthal, who built delta 

wings and made the first glider flights. The Russian scientist Nikolai Joukowski was one of his first clients. He 

used Lililenthal's delta wing to do experiments in a wind tunnel. 

One century earlier the Frenchman Navier had discovered how to describe a Aow mathematically. This description 

combined four different farces (acceleration, pressure, friction and body farces). By negleering e.g. friction and 

circulation it is possible to find a simple Aow profile. This , however, does not explain why a wing experiences 

lift. The popular explanation- the streamlines above th e wing go faseer than those below, causing a pressure 

diFFerence- is not correct. There is more at stake. 

Lift In 1906Joukowski found an explanation why 

Lilienthal 's delta wing did fly indeed. In wind 

tunnel tests and through observations of 

pioneers like Lilienthal it struck him and others 

tha t eddies slid ofFthe wings. According to him 

these eddies caused the lift. lfthe magnitude 

of the eddy were known it would be possible 

to compute the lift directly. lt turned out later 

that the German Mathematician Martin l<utta 

already suggested this principle before, in his 

thesis of 1 902. The theorem that shows that 

the shape ofthe wing generaces circulation is 

therefore called the "Kutta:}oukowski theorem". 

The mathematica! description off1ow in air 

or water and their numerical simulations have become an indispensa ble tooi for all sorts ofproblems. Often the 

temperature also plays a role. The daily weather foreca st is probably the most well-known example. 
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